
. . . of the yard’s December winners

some 15 lengths further back.

It’s hard to assess the merit of this win,

but Alpha Theta, who is beautifully bred

being by Archipenko out of the Mr

Greeley mare, Alumna, a Group 3-placed

double winner in France from the family of

Alborada, could do no more than win

decisively in awful conditions. 

The yard scored a fine across-the-card

treble at Southwell and Chelmsford City

on December 17, initiated at Southwell,

where Oliver Stammers guided Notation,

a Poet’s Voice filly owned by Kingsley

Park 24 – Ready To Run partnership, to a

facile success in the mile and a half

handicap. You can read more about the

filly’s win in our Kingsley Park

Partnership News on page 22.

At Chelmsford, John Barson’s Dark

Angel filly, Ladywood, faced 12 rivals in

a nursery event. Out of the Most Welcome
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Andrew Breslin wins aboard Lucky Deal at Newcastle

OHNSTON RACING’s

December campaign started with

a bang, with a double at Lingfield

Park on December 2.

In the seven-furlong nursery, Sheikh

Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Belardo

gelding, Desert Boots, was having his

fourth career start. Back up in trip to seven

furlongs at Lingfield, Desert Boots raced

prominently under Andrew Breslin in the

early stages.  

Racing on the rail in third approaching

the home turn, he benefited greatly when

the front pair hung very wide, but he still

had to deal with the challenge of the

favourite Cuban Cigar. After a sustained

duel he finished on top, scoring by a neck

and a length and a quarter respectively

from Cuban Cigar and Decadent.

The double was completed when John

Brown and Megan Dennis’s Rochester

House followed up his win in a valuable

Ascot handicap by landing the handicap

over two miles.

The four-year-old Galileo gelding was

ridden by Joe Fanning and, after settling

down, travelled for the most part in second

place in the six-strong field, stalking the

leader Singing The Blues. After a

muddling pace was set, the tempo picked

up substantially in the closing stages. 

Getting the better of Singing The Blues

with 100 yards to travel, Rochester House

scored by three-quarters of a length and a

neck from that rival and the fast-finishing

Battle of Marathon.

A third December winner was chalked

up by the yard when the three-year-old filly

Alpha Theta landed a median auction

maiden on her racecourse debut at

Southwell on December 11. The

Archipenko filly, owned by Kirsten

Rausing, was one of seven runners who

went to post for the mile and a half event

and was partnered by Franny Norton. 

Given plenty of time to settle, Alpha

Theta made progress half a mile out and

was the only runner to throw down a

challenge to the long-time leader Kayarnah

in the closing stages. Travelling strongly,

Alpha Theta loomed out of the fog to stride

clear in the final furlong to win by seven

and a half lengths. The third horse was
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mare, Beneventa, Ladywood is a half-

sister to Bow Creek (by Shamardal), a

triple Group 2 winner.  Stepping up

substantially in trip to 10 furlongs at

Chelmsford, Ladywood, ridden by Joe

Fanning, proved ideally suited by the

sterner test of stamina. Held up in midfield

in the early stages, she began creeping

closer to the head of affairs from three

furlongs out. 

Switched right in the straight,

Ladywood made good progress on the

outer to hit the front inside the final

furlong, collaring the long-time leader

Swinton Moon before pulling two and a

quarter lengths clear of that rival in the

final 100 yards of the race.

The filly was snapped up by Mark as

part of Book 2 of Tattersalls October

Yearling Sales in 2019 for 67,000gns. She

is a full sister of Dolcissimo, who won a

mile nursery at Chelmsford as a three-year-

old and who was placed on six of her eight

runs.

HE treble was completed when

Kondo Isami stepped up on the

promise of his first two starts at

Newcastle to land a juvenile novice event

over a mile and a quarter.

The Galileo colt, owned by Toshihiro

Matsumoto and Partners, was having his

third career start at Chelmsford. He faced

five rivals and was ridden by PJ

McDonald. On settling down, he nosed

into the lead, taking over from Stiletto.

Always travelling strongly, he was sent for

home by PJ with two furlongs to travel.

Easing clear of his rivals, he was in total

command of the race and was eased

slightly by PJ as he scored by three lengths

from Stiletto.

The five-year-old Lucky Deal chalked

up his seventh win on his 25th career start

at Newcastle on December 21. Mr Kai Fai

Leung’s Mastercraftsman gelding faced

five opponents and was ridden by Andrew

Breslin, claiming an allowance of 5lb.

Andrew settled Lucky Deal early on the

inside running rail and the gelding enjoyed

an untroubled passage on the inner as

Mister Manduro led.

The pace was fairly modest until,

turning for home, Lucky Deal was

produced with a strong run to take the lead

inside the final furlong, pursued firstly by

Cosmelli, and then by the fast finishing

Solo Saxophone. In a thrilling finish,

Lucky Deal stayed on well to score by half

a length from Cosmelli, with Solo

Saxophone a short head back in third. 

The yard’s sole runner on Boxing Day,

Paul and Clare Rooney’s ultra-consistent

filly My Girl Maggie, ran out the ready

winner of a mile and a half handicap at

Wolverhampton to bring connections some

festive cheer. The Camelot filly had had

six starts since making her debut in March

2020, and boasted form figures of 332233.

At Wolverhampton, the filly was ridden

by Richard Kingscote, and she was one of

three three-year-olds in a field of 11 for the

race. Drawn in the middle of the field, My

Girl Maggie was smartly away and was

able to take a prominent position from the

outset.

Racing in third as the field approached

the final turn, My Girl Maggie was sent

into the lead as Lord Halifax came with a

sweeping run on the outside of the field. It

was to prove a decisive move, as My Girl

Maggie was full of running in the straight

and held on well to score by two and a

quarter lengths.

There was more festive cheer for the

yard when Epic Pass landed a

Wolverhampton novice event on

December 27. The Awtaad juvenile colt,

owned by Teme Valley 2, was having his

second start, having made his debut in a

Kempton novice event over seven furlongs

on December 9, in which he finished fifth

of nine. 

T Wolverhampton, he stepped up

to a mile and half a furlong, and

was among 12 runners headed by

an expensive Kingman colt in Three

Platoon. Ridden by Ryan Moore, Epic

Pass was drawn wide in nine, but he was

well enough away from the stalls and

settled into third place. The colt showed

distinct signs of greenness, having to be

pushed along quite vigorously by Ryan

before turning for home.

Once in the straight, however, Epic Pass

kept on well to get the better of a sustained

duel with Prioritise by half a length, with

the favourite Three Platoon finishing the

same distance back in third.

Epic Pass is out of the Clodovil mare,

Kanes Pass, a seven-time winner in Ireland

who won the Listed Knockaire Stakes over

seven furlongs at Leopardstown. 
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My Girl Maggie with Richard Jarvis up


